Robust Fleet Assignment
Traditional fleet assignment models:
Minimize passenger spill and operating cost. Assume that every flight takes off and lands as planned.
Robust fleet assignment model: Uses a string fleet assignment model from Barnhart el al. Barnhart, C., Boland, N., Clarke, L., Johnson, E. L. and Nemhauser, G. L. (1998) . Flight string models for aircraft fleeting and routing, Transportation Science 32: 208-220. Reduces hub connectivity and embeds cancellation cycles.
Provides better results in operations.
Hub-and-Spoke Networks
A hub-and-spoke network is the structure of an airline flight schedule in which a large percentage of the legs go into or out of a small subset of stations called hubs. Spokes have limited activity. Hub-and-spoke networks allow passengers to fly from an origin to a destination with few intermediate stops.
Hub-and-spoke networks are highly sensitive to disruptions at hubs.
Hub connectivity is the number of legs in a rotation that can be found in a subroute that begins at a hub, ends at a different hub, and only stops at spokes in between.
Reducing hub connectivity makes operations at a hub less sensitive to disruptions at other hubs. 
Hub Connectivity

Cancellation Cycles
A cancellation cycle is a sequence of flight legs that begins and ends at the same station within a rotation.
Cancelling cycles maintain aircraft flow balance.
Cancelling short cycles can provide slack during recovery.
Suppose an aircraft requires several hours of unscheduled maintenance. Cancelling a short cycle could provide the necessary slack in the rotation to repair the aircraft. Suppose an airline needs to cancel several legs departing from or arriving at an airport experiencing inclement weather. The airline could cancel several short cycles that include this airport.
String Fleet Assignment Model
A string is a sequence of legs flown by the same aircraft. 
Hub Based Fleet Assignment
Each string of a hub based fleet assignment model starts at a hub, flies to a non-negative number of spokes, and ends at a hub.
The sequence of stations visited by a string is
The strings that start and end at the same hub, 
Flight Schedule Examples
Characteristics of flight schedules A, B, and C. 
